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Apache accepted the SDK of Flex through incubation. Apache Flex is now a community project managed by Apache (ASF). The migration to Adobe Apache involves a re-branding and you can contribute by proposing the new Apache Flex logo. Submit your new Apache Flex logo here: WeeWorld is a fun avatar based on
massive multi-player online social networking. At WeeWorld, the avatars are called WeeMees. You are conversed with anybody you need, and have the alternative to delete your message, and you have the choice of deleting them. you can absolute weem you the way you need, and it's a free site, however you can buy
points that are like cash. If you don't want to spend money and yet enjoy the premium features of the game there is a program to generate free gold points at WeeWorld. Download now the WeeWorld cheats. 17 Juli 2013, 21:25 La Grande Motor Ligger I region languedoc-Roussillon I södra Frankrike, på gränsen until
Provence. Närmaste stad store är Montpellier, let alive flög Air France med life. Mellan vårt hotel &amp;amp; The Grande Motor var debt Bara en Liten bro - Pont du Vidourle. Varge kväll gick virån oss &amp; utmed strandpromenaden till alla restauranger sum ligger intill stranden. Härligtt in all ha ha en beachview när
man äter middag! Flera Av mornarnas powerwalks gick ät åt detta håll &amp; run my omkring shoot. Building är tagen längst ut på puree. Vackra Marinan. Hotellet till vänster påminner mycket om segelhollet Burg Al Arab i Dubai. Alla bygnader i La Grande Motor var arkitecture samma. Kvällsljuset draws in över marinan.
Debt of blev inga solnedgångar empty havshorison. Dock fik blank flora vackra vid marine. Bilderna är tagna medd iPhone 4s. Kommentarer: Kommantera här: WeeWorld is a young boy-oriented social network, best known for their customized avatars, WeeMees. WeeWorld has evolved into an electric mix of community,
casual and virtual games. Steve Young, creative director, spoke to a small group in Edinburgh. Steve discusses the motivations and behaviors of WeeWorld's users, and explores the challenges of working with 2D WeeMees, particularly as they move into WeeWorld's new virtual (synchronized) world. The WeeWorld
Aviation Market is teenagers, mostly in North America. Average age 16 (minimum 13, although young users can simply lie about their age). 60% are women. The dominant market segment has been characterised as rich children – typically those with their own computers. Of the 23 million registered users, over a million
visit the monthly weeWorld site, and 80,000 connections per day. Different uses of other youth social networks, such as Gaia Online: Only 6% of logged-in users visit the site forum, while 80% changed their WeeMee. The worlds softened obviously not generic. Weemees (from The Glaswegian, My Little One) Can Wear
Personalized 2D rooms (in the style of cardiboard theater), used as characters in casual games, or rendered as avatars in a new virtual world called, simply enough, global. WeeMees are also used on third party websites and services, including Messenger Services, such as AIM or Live. The first idea for WeeMees



caused a lot of avatars simply to be copied. APIs now provide some control over how WeeMees are reused. The main purpose of users is to pick up as many friends as possible. And chat in a variant of English that even JeffK would get almost clever: $iNG-UL? Virtual Goods WeeMees can be customized for free: Body,
clothing and accessories. However users can also purchase Points, which can be spent on specific items. Points can be purchased via PayPal transactions or pre-paid cards, which are sold to US stores. Children tend to consider such mechanisms as free credit cards: They are not seen as real money. People pay for
iniquity. However, items don't need to be complex: The most popular selling item is a simple Alice band. The most fascinating revelation was that the introduction of the new synchronized (virtual) world doubled the sales of virtual goods. This world is not even from beta tests anymore. World puts WeeMees in the same
interactive space as each other. This contrast to the other areas of the site, where The WeeMees are not competing for space. I think implies more an avatar needs to stand out from the crowd, the more virtual Bling worth of the avatar home owners. WeeWorld keen to avoid its point being traded as a virtual currency.
Currency can only be converted to points, not back yet. Design key to WeeWorld's success is imitation. The key to its income is commitment. These concepts guide development. Although the WeeMees cartoon that cartoon is animated (in the style associated with South Park), personalization still needs to reflect what
people would wear in real life. For example, T-shirt branding needs to be subtle – a small logo on a part of the dress. The goal for user-generated content (personalizing in WeeMees and room) is to make it difficult for the user to create something that looks bad. For example, MySpace customisations can (and in my
input, sadness often does) look terrible. WeeWorld adjusted the match to conservative US culture. The cannabis plants created in their early experiences go long. There are no alcoholic drinks. Negotiations with Walmart even forced WeeWorld to disable personalizing of boob (brest) sizes. The global development posed
a marginal issue: How should WeeMees move? All the work and customizations were designed for static display, without animation motion. The world uses integrated flash objects to display information to users, so the amount of data transferred on other users' movement needs to be The solution was to make WeeMees
hop. Users can also choose a trajectory and fire their WeeMees in a particular direction. Navigating the world's 2D-aid platform is quite cereal, but strangely fun! Social network developments are becoming more like virtual world, while virtual worlds are becoming more like social networks. WeeWorld is trying to steer a
path down the middle. Like all the businesses involved, they still feel their way, finding that working. Time-balance development for WeeWorld (and similar products) are very short. Steve was somewhat frustrated that the development of the world took a whole quarter (3 months). Contrast in video-game virtual style is
star: These usually take 3 years constructed. WeeWorld uses a scrum/agile process development (which suits the product constantly ebulliently). Casual games (one feature often requested) are often out-of-source in other developers. The ability to develop content quickly makes it very easy for good ideas to be copied
by competitors. For example, Zwinky might seem remarkable the same... Children can learn about cost and time management of work-related activities; they will also use basic math to estimate hire costs. However, although WeeWorld says it's a place kids learn as they play, most activities don't come with a clear lesson.
Some games mention math – but don't illustrate or explain the concepts involved. Bullying and social-based message boards also don't offer much information; posts from users and tend to focus on their views. If WeeWorld truly wants to include education in the mix, adding background on forum topics and stronger
game elements, such as balancing a budget, would make the site a stronger resource.resources.
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